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TR3S Lisboa 
Rua Ruben A. Leitão 2A, Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

Bars 

Most of Lisbon’s gays are in agreement 

that TR3S is one of the most laid-back and 

welcoming bars in the Principe Real 

district, the gay heart of the city.This 

friendly bear bar serves a good selection 

of beer, cocktails, and snacks, and has an 

outdoor terrace that is popular for after-

work hangout. 

 

Features:BarMusic 

 

Bar 106 
Rua de São Marçal 106, Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

Bars 

Bar 106 is a bit of an institution for the 

Lisbon gay scene, having been opened 

since 1995.Staff are friendly, and there are 

planned events and impromptu games, 

designed to get people talking. Located in 

Principe Real district. 

 

Features:BarMusic 

 

Espaço 40e1 
Rua da Barroca 41, Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

Bars 

Local bar in Bairro Alto quarter, close to 

other gay venues. Attracts a mixed/gay 

crowd with its cosy atmosphere. 

 

Features:BarMusic 

 

Shelter Bar 
Rua da Palmeira 43A, Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

Bars 

New gay bar with relaxed atmosphere. 

Bear-friendly, and everyone is welcome at 

Shelter Bar. Open every night from 6pm. 

 

Features:BarMusic 

 

Rendezvous - More Than 

Wine 
Rua de São Vicente 16C, Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

Bars 

Gay-owned, gay friendly bar, café & 

restaurant. Rendezvous More Than Wine 

serves an excellent choice of tapas and 

delicious traditional Portuguese food. 

 

Features:BarCafeFree Wi-

FiMusicRestaurant 

 

Portas Largas 
Rua da Atalaia 105, Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

Bars 

Portas Largas means "Wide Doors" and 
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whether it’s meant to carry some kind of 

connotation is unclear. Still, the doors are 

always open to a friendly crowd with a 

nice owner and helpful staff.This gay-

friendly bar was once a Portuguese tavern 

that still retains its classic charm. 

 

Features:BarMusic 

 

Side Bar 
Rua da Barroca 33, Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

Bars 

Small gay cocktail bar in the lively Bairro 

Alto district, near Clube da Esquina. It has 

reasonably priced drinks and a fun 

atmosphere. 

 

Features:BarMusic 

 

Clube da Esquina 
Rua da Barroca 30, Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

Bars 

LGBT-popular bar, located at the corner 

(Esquina), between Bairro Alto and 

Principe Real nightlife district.Although 

Esquina is not a "gay" bar, it's always 

crowded with a fair number of gay people. 

The crowds spill out onto the street on 

busy nights and don't disperse until the 

sun comes up. 

 

Features:BarMusic 

 

Maria Lisboa 
Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

Bars 

Located on the Bairro Alto, Maria Lisboa 

Bar is a welcoming gay bar. With themed 

nights and drink discounts, the Maria 

Lisboa promises a cosy, fun night. 

 

Features:Drink DealsThemed nights 

 

Margem Sul Bar 
Rua da Liberdade, 11 A, Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

Bars 

Margem Sul is a 2-for-1 gay bar. In one 

room, a casual lounge is at your disposal 

for having drinks. In the other, a cabaret 

stage awaits for you to watch the finest 

Portuguese drag talent! 

 

Features:CabaretDrag ShowsLounge Bar 

 

Purex Clube 
1200 241, R. das Salgadeiras 28, Lisbon, 

Portugal 

 

 

Bars 

Purex Bar is a fun, avant-garde pub in the 

heart of Lisbon. The enticing environment 

always draws a mixed crowd of gays, 

lesbians and straights and is known for its 

trendy clientele.The club schedules 

themed parties regularly where DJs play 

dance and electronic music into the early 

hours. Open from Wednesday to Saturday. 
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Features:DJsThemed nightsTrendy 

 

Fly Wish Royal @ LAV 
AV. MARECHAL GOMES DA COSTA 29 B1, 

Lisbon, Portugal 

 

Nearest station: Rato 

Dance Clubs 

Fly Wish Royal are hosting their legendary 

club night at the LAV - Lisboa ao Vivo, with 

a rotation of guest DJs hailing from Brazil, 

France and Portugal.This iconic night is 

popular because of the electric energy on 

the dancefloor, and the gorgeous 

performers. The mixed LGBT crowd are 

incredibly welcoming and lively, you will 

definitely want to keep dancing into the 

night. 

 

Features:BarDancingMusic 

 

TRUMPS 
Rua da Imprensa Nacional 104B, Lisbon, 

Portugal 

 

Nearest station: Apolónia 

Dance Clubs 

TRUMPS calls trumps for the Lisbon gay 

scene. This well-known gay nightclub 

attracts gets packed after 2am with the 

crowd split between two rooms - one for 

chart and cheese, and the other for house 

music.In the summer, TRUMPS hosts 

regular Foam Party on Saturdays and 

other special themed events. Cover 

charge of 10€ includes one drink. 

 

Features:BarDancingDark RoomMusic 

 

Construction Club 
Rua Cecilio de Sousa 84, Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

Targeted at bears, hairy and beefy men, 

Construction is a very welcoming gay 

dance club in Lisbon. Couples, and groups 

of women are all welcome.The club has 3 

floors with the first two for dancing and 

the top floor as a dark cruising space. 

Check their social media for details of 

upcoming events. 

 

Features:BarCabaret ShowMusic 

 

Finalmente Club 
Rua da Palmeira 38, Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

Located in the heart of Lisbon between 

Príncipe Real and Praça das Flores, 

Finalmente is a fun and unpretentious 

nightclub known for its drag shows.The 

show starts at around 3am when the place 

gets packed. Even if this type of 

entertainment is not your cup tea, 

watching the crowd going crazy is worth 

the experience. 

 

Features:DJsLive musicPerformancesSocial 

 

LuxFrágil 
Avenida Infante Dom Henrique 

(warehouse), Lisbon, Portugal 
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Dance Clubs 

LuxFrágil is one of the largest nightclubs in 

Lisbon. Upstairs is relaxed with chill-out 

music, cocktails and sofas, while 

downstairs offers upbeat electronic music 

with live DJ.Young, mixed/gay, music-

loving crowd. Strict door policy. 

 

Features:BarDancingDrag QueensGo-go 

DancerMusic 

 

Friends Bairro Alto 
Travessa da Água da Flor 17, Lisbon, 

Portugal 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

Priding themselves on creating a 

welcoming environment, Friends Bairro 

Alto is an LGBT+  nightlife spot that 

promises great music and company. Relax 

in the day, or show up in the evening to 

dance. Friends Bairro Alto is a versatile 

hangout spot in the heart of Lisbon. 

  

 

POSH Club 
Rua de São Bento 157, Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

Dance Clubs 

Gay dance club in Lisbon with resident 

DJ's spinning pop, funk and house. POSH 

attracts a mix of LGBT crowd. Open from 

Thursday to Sunday. 

  

 

DRAKO Club 
Rua Nogueira e Sousa 11, Lisbon, Portugal 

 

Nearest station: Avenida 

Cruise Clubs 

Private gay cruise & fetish club in Lisbon. 

DRAKO has a relatively large space (150 

m²), with a chill-out zone, sling, dark 

room, BDSM zone, private cabins, 'big bed' 

area, XXX movies, lockers, showers and 

naked staff.The men-only, onsite adult 

shop is open on Fridays. DRAKO's weekly 

themes will mostly require you to 'go 

commando' - check the website for events 

and dress codes.Admission 10€, inclusive 

of 2 drinks. Credit cards accepted. 18+ 

only. 

 

Features:Adults-onlyBarCruise / 

FetishDancingDark RoomMusicRelaxing 

CabinsShop 

 

BAR CRU 
Rua de São Marçal 170, Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

Cruise Clubs 

Lisbon's popular gay cruise club with 

weekly themed parties like Underwear 

Night, Naked Party, Dark CRUising, Fetish 

Night.Open 7 days a week. Check BAR 

CRU's website for the latest agenda. 

 

Features:BarCruise / FetishDark RoomFree 

Wi-FiMusicRelaxing Cabins 

 

Woof X 
Rua Manuel Bernardes 2B, Lisbon, 

Portugal 
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Cruise Clubs 

Small gay cruise bar for bears, leather & 

fetish men, with a dark room in the back. 

 

Features:Adults-onlyBarCruise / 

FetishDark RoomMusic 

 

Fisio Massagem 
Travessa do Sequeiro 2, Lisbon, Portugal 

 

Nearest station: Rato 

Massage 

Fisio Massagen is a gay-owned massage 

service on Lisbon, Portugal. Your masseur, 

Grzegorz, is a trained physiotherapist 

originally from Poland, and living in Lisbon 

since 2013.He offers a variety of massage 

treatments, such as Swedish, Sports 

Massage, Deep Tissue, Hot Stones and 

Lomi-Lomi. He welcomes clients to his 

studio in Principe Real, however outcalls 

are also available. 

 

Features:MassageMassage – out 

callPrivate shower facilities 

 

Tantric Moments 
Av. Fontes Pereira de Melo n 35 6A, Lisbon, 

Portugal 

 

Nearest station: Picoas 

Massage 

Tantric Moments is a tantric male-to-male 

massage center in the heart of Lisbon. All 

therapies and massages are carried out in 

an extremely comfortable and properly 

equipped space. Ensuring that you can 

relax and enjoy unique moments of 

pleasure in their massage centre.Tantric 

massages are available, as well as couples 

massage, four hands massage, lingam 

massage, Hawaiian massage and candle 

massage. 

 

Features:MassageMassage – out callSpa 

 

Olissipo Sauna 
Rua do Telhal 5, San Antonio, Lisbon, 

Portugal 

 

Nearest station: Avenida 

Saunas 

New gay sauna in Lisbon. Olissipo Bath 

features modern facilities including a bar, 

dry sauna, Turkish bath, private cabins, 

large jacuzzi, massage service, adult 

shop.Located just a few metres from 

Avenida da Liberdade. 

 

Features:BarJacuzziMassageMazeRelaxing 

CabinsSaunaShop 

 

Trombeta Bath 
Rua do Trombeta 1C, Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

Saunas 

Trombeta has everything you’d expect 

from a gay sauna, but in a very clean and 

modern setting. Located in the Bairro Alto 

quarter, the sauna gets busiest after work, 

late-night weekends and Sunday 

afternoons.Entrance fee (15€ - 19€) 

includes towels, locker, flip-flops, condoms 

and lube. 

 

Features:Adults-onlyCruise / FetishDark 
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RoomInternet AccessRelaxing 

CabinsSaunaSteam room 

 

DaVito 
Rua penha de França, Mercado 

Sapadores, Lisboa, Portugal, 1170-306 , 

Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

Cafe's and Restaurants 

Gay friendly restaurant with Italian food 

and comfort food, with a pleasant terrace. 

Situated in the capital city of Lisbon, 

Portugal. 

Book direct for reservations. 

 

Features:CafeRestaurantFree Wi-Fi 

 

Costa da Caparica 
Municipality of Almada, Sétubal, Lisbon, 

Portugal 

 

 

Gay Beaches 

Popular beach area near the city of Lisbon 

(a 15-minute drive). If you want a bit of 

sun and fun on a laid-back scale, then the 

beach at Costa da Caparica is for you.Less 

nudity and more party atmosphere is the 

order of the day here. But as you go 

further south, the area becomes trendier 

and less crowded.Arrive in the afternoon, 

drink cocktails at sunset then head into 

the village for late-night fun. 

 

Features:BarBeachCafe 

 

Beach 19 
municipality of Almada, Sétubal district, 

Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

Gay Beaches 

Beach 19 or Praia de Bela Vista is 

Portugal's most popular gay nude beach 

and one of Europe's largest.Located at the 

south end of Costa da Caparica, the area is 

frequented by sunbathers who leave little 

to the imagination. No one bats an eyelid 

no matter what you do or don't do, and 

there's plenty of space if you want a spot 

of sand to yourself.Nearby venues offer 

drinks, food and free WiFi. Much gay 

cruising takes place in the late afternoon, 

mainly in the dunes and the forest area. 

After sunset, the beach becomes rather 

empty and unsafe. 

 

Features:BarBeachCafeFree Wi-Fi 

 

Matchbox Crossfit 
Rua Dom Luís de Noronha 25A-25B, 

Lisbon, Portugal 

 

Nearest station: Praça de Espanha 

Gyms 

Modern gym in Lisbon for the mixed 

LGBTQ+ crowd. In addition to weight 

training equipment, Matchbox offers 

various high-intensity, functional classes 

on a daily basis.Changing rooms, free WiFi 

available. Closed on Sundays. 

 

Features:Gym 
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CheckpointLX 
Monte do Carmo 2, Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

Services 

Counseling center, aimed at MSM for HIV 

prevention, rapid tests, anonymous STI 

screening and other health-related 

services. Staff are kind, helpful and 

understanding. 

Closed on Sundays. 

 

Features:Counsellingtesting 

 

Sintra and Cascais LGBT Day 

Trip from Lisbon 
Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

Gay Tours 

Adding a day trip to Sintra is always a good 

idea when you're in Lisbon. It's a stunning 

town with a lot of notable architecture - 

the town is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. 

You'll also visit the seaside town of 

Cascais. 

This is a great way to see some of 

Portugal's most charming towns with an 

intimate group of gay travelers. 

The tour departs from Principe Real 

garden in Lisbon at 9 am. 

 

Features:gay tours portugal 

 

Gay Lisbon Tour: Historical 

LGBT Group Walking Tour 
Lisbon, Portugal 

 

 

Gay Tours 

In a small group of LGBT travelers, you will 

discover the historical treasures of Lisbon 

on this half-day walking tour of Lisbon. 

The tour will explore the many landmarks 

of the districts Baixa, Chiado and Alfarma. 

You will learn about the 18th century 

earthquake that left a lasting impact on 

Lisbon, discover the historical sights of the 

Castle of Sao Jorge and Praça do Comércio 

and enjoy the refreshments and the 

company of your fellow LGBT travelers. 

The tour departs from the statues of 

Dome José the first at 10am and returns at 

Praça do Príncipe Real, 1250-096 Lisboa, 

Portugal approximately 4 hours later. 

  

 

 

Features:Lisbon Gay Historical Walking 

Tour 
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